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OVERVIEW
We face global challenges which are complex and inter-connected – so it follows, we need complex
and inter-connected responses. These call for creative action, strategic thinking and shared
intelligence... fine words, but in practice, often lacking. From 20 years of research and policy on
sustainable development, we have seen that the need is as clear as ever – we need a step change in
the quality of thinking and creative shared intelligence. This applies at every level - communities,
organizations, networks, economies and societies, from local to global.
How to go about this? This briefing looks at the crucial role of visualization. This isn’t just about
some decoration on the side of a ‘serious’ report: it’s about a wider purpose – the connecting of
people and organizations in higher forms of creative intelligence.
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The role of visualization & conversation
Visualization is one of the keys to exploration of complex inter-connected problems and
opportunities. Other media such as film / video / photography, music and dance, art and design,
each have a role to play: but graphic visualization fits easily with text based content.
Conversations and dialogues were first established by Plato in the 4 th century BC, and have much to
offer current thinking, again with complex inter-connected problems and opportunities.
The ‘visual conversations’ in the book Urban 3.0 are an experiment, which builds on a decade of
experience in the drawing of scenarios and visions, complex problems and projects, dreams and
aspirations.
These follow on the development of a workshop method and process for 'Visual Foresight'. This is
especially useful for exploring highly inter-connected and multi-channel issues, where the normal
text-based approach isn't enough. We find that direct visual participation, i.e. getting participants to
physically draw, or visualize their thinking directly via a facilitator, enables them to think 'outside the
box', find new patterns and develop creative ideas.

Visual foresight agendas
In order to access different forms of intelligence - from the rational to emotional, ethical, cultural or
entrepreneurial - the synergy-foresight approach uses a wider range of media. These are not addons to the policy or technical documents, but rather essential alternative channels. The role of
creative arts and visual thinking is to unlock or mobilize multiple forms of thinking, which are
essential for more complex and inter-connected problems. .
There are different ways to go about this: here are three alternatives:
a) Organization / social / community agenda: here the process is more about the social /
community agenda (this might be a global network, a profession or organization, as well as a
neighbourhood community). The contribution of creative arts / visual thinking can help to
illuminate interactions and relations (positive or negative): and to explore new forms of
synergy and collaboration.
b) Technical / functional / policy agenda: This is oriented towards rational and technical
knowledge (e.g. water engineering, building construction, planning and management). The
creative arts / visual thinking might produce beautiful image,s but there is a higher purpose
and application which aims to shine a light on the scope, the possibilities and the effects of
problems and solutions.
c) Creative / aesthetic focus: here the process is driven by the aesthetic intelligence: other
levels such as social / community, or technical / functional, can be engaged with this. The
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‘product’, i.e. artwork, is evaluated more on its own terms as an aesthetic work, with the
terms of reference of the ‘art’ community.

Also there is a wide range of channels available. For instance creative arts (covering a wide range of
media and audiences) can be seen at one end of a spectrum. Visual thinking (which can include
technical manuals, statistical graphs or maps) can be seen at the other. Each is relevant, and there is
also an intriguing zone of cross-over in the middle. There is no ‘right’ way to bring creative arts /
visual thinking to the foresight process: a creative thinking approach to the issue is needed to steer
one way or the other.

Visual Foresight process
Each of these possibilities has the potential for active contribution to a typical synergy-foresight
process. The charts and graphics below show typical contributions, which can apply at each stage of
a synergy-foresight process.
1) Scoping: creative art / visual thinking can help stakeholders scope the agenda, and provide
perspectives on technical questions
2) creative art can expand the opportunities and ways of thinking, e.g new insights on future
visions & scenarios.
3) Creative art / visual thinking is an essential channel to enable new ideas, new synergies &
opportunities for collaboration
4) visual thinking helps to form the roadmap process which links future goals & uncertainties
with strategic plans
5) visual thinking is an input to the action planning process to organize who does what & when
6) Creative art / visual thinking is needed for full-scale multi-level evaluation & learning

The first diagram shows the functionality and contribution of the visual media in the
foresight process. The second shows the process as a human-centred experience.
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Visual synergy-foresight: a 6-stage model
Based on the synergicity model of relational-emergent systems

creative art / visual thinking
can help stakeholders scope
the agenda, & provide
perspectives on technical
questions

creative art can expand the
opportunities and ways of
thinking, e.g new insights
on future visions &
scenarios.

Creative arts thinking
Social / community thinking

Creative art / visual thinking is
an essential channel to enable
new ideas, new synergies &
opportunities for collaboration

Technical / functional thinking

Scoping

Creative art / visual
thinking is needed for full
multi-level evaluation &
learning

Evalua
tion
Application

Divergence
Emerg
ence

Convergence
visual thinking helps to form the
roadmap process which links
future goals & uncertainties
with strategic plans

visual thinking is an input
to the action planning
process to organize who
does what & when

Creative art / visual
thinking is needed for full
multi-level evaluation &
learning

creative art / visual thinking
can help stakeholders scope
the agenda, & provide
perspectives on technical
questions

visual thinking is an input
to the action planning
process to organize who
does what & when

visual thinking helps to form the
roadmap process which links
future goals & uncertainties
with strategic plans

creative art can expand the
opportunities and ways of
thinking, e.g new insights on
future visions & scenarios.
Creative art / visual thinking is
an essential channel to enable
new ideas, new synergies &
opportunities for collaboration
(*this graphic is to be updated)
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Some Examples
These are drawn from various creative art / visual thinking exercises on scenarios, foresight,
strategic policy development and innovation / change management over the last 10 years. They are
shown approximately in the order of the 6 stage Visual Foresight process. Some key websites
include:



http://www.altfutures.org/vulnerability2030



http://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/blog/foresight-smart-globalization



https://osha.europa.eu/en/topics/green-jobs

Related projects and freestanding materials can be found on (temporary site)
http://www.flickr.com/photos/joe-ravetz-visions

Scoping &
mapping
stage

From the UK Research Council
programme on Sustainable Energy
Futures

Divergence
stage &
‘what-if’
scenarios

From the Rockefeller Foundation
programme on Pro-Poor Foresight
for Smart Globalization:
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Emergence
stage:
creative
visioning &
opportunity
seeking

Now when I was a kid
we had myths and
legends… ever since,
I’ve kind of wanted to
be a hero and go fight
a dragon

Well I’m
beginning to
think we’re
already inside
it …. We are
consumed alive
by the dragons
of our own
making

Convergence
stage: roadmapping
stage

Strategy &
action
planning

So have you
found one yet?

From the forthcoming book
‘Urban 3.0: creative synergy &
shared intelligence’

Wow. Nasty.
So what you
going to do?

From the Rockefeller Foundation
programme on Pro-Poor Foresight
for Smart Globalization:

From the UK Research Council
programme on Rural Economy &
Land-Use
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Evaluation &
reflection
stage

From the Rockefeller Foundation
programme on Pro-Poor Foresight
for Smart Globalization:
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